Cargest Reports
News Letter

Cargest on its Vanguard’s care with many years
experince in car rental sector still reading market’s
needs in a professional
way, we closely follow
trends on user`s demand
on this product.
We strongly believe that
tourist mobility’s when
they are on holidays it
needs all improve and
extra effort that car hire
companies can dedicate to be able to give the
professional service need it.

Spain like the rest of the world still looks pretty far the
recovery of the economy, car hire sector where before
the average rental group was C +, today it is notable to
see not available or sold out on the economic groups A
to B.
We are aware…
We can help…

RECOMIENDENOS Y GANE
MUCHOS

“EUROS”

PROMOTIÓN BONOS
Every time you recommend us to your
family and friends, once they register on
our web page, we will give you a discount
BONUS worth 5
Cargest Internet New Site offering full
Málaga Province information, visit Málaga
GUIDE on our site

BONUS
CARGEST reinventing the car booking system
for renting vehicles

Save

The “Auction”
Auction-weeks Car Rental
Cargest revolutionizes the Car Rental industry, customer will
have the opportunity with this system to place in an offer in
line with their view and possibility, for the rental of
a vehicle.
Why to pay more? We offer the possibility to
Program In advance your vehicle need while on
business or holidays when you are abroad.
Place in your bids
We have sufficient vehicle unit to cover all of them
-Pruebe la SUBASTA de coches de Alquiler,
seguro que repetirá.
Sistema novedoso para pagar lo justo por el
uso temporal de un vehículo en Vacaciones
o negocios.
No pierde nada, seguro que le sale mucho
más favorable que su procedimiento actual
para alquilar un coche

Local Football news
…and in the wake up of this
Sweet dream that all
Malaga`s Football fans are
Living. We`ll see, life is very
Wise, and the end of the
Season like a selectivity test we will
see if they have done them homework
that gives enough score to reach
Europe competitions.
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MÁLAGA-BARCELONA
SEVILLA-MALAGA
MALAGA-GRANADA
MALLORCA-MALAGA
MALAGA-ATHLETIC
ZARAGOZA-MALAGA
MALAGA-GETAFE
LEVANTE-MALAGA
MALAGA-Real MADRID
RAYO VALL.-MALAGA
MALAGA-ESPAÑOL
REAL BETIS-MALAGA
RACING-MALAGA
MALAGA-VILLAREAL
REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA
MALAGA-OSASUNA
VALENCIA-MALAGA
MALAGA-AT. MADRID
GIJON-MALAGA

